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Abstract
This paper illustrates our approach to the
shared task on large-scale multilingual machine translation in the sixth conference on
machine translation (WMT-21). In this work,
we aim to build a single multilingual translation system with a hypothesis that a universal cross-language representation leads to
better multilingual translation performance.
We extend the exploration of different backtranslation methods from bilingual translation
to multilingual translation. Better performance is obtained by the constrained sampling method, which is different from the finding of the bilingual translation. Besides, we
also explore the effect of vocabularies and the
amount of synthetic data. Surprisingly, the
smaller size of vocabularies perform better,
and the extensive monolingual English data
offers a modest improvement. We submitted to both the small tasks and achieve the
second place. The code and trained models
are available at https://github.com/
BaohaoLiao/multiback.

tral/East European languages and English, having
30 translation directions. Similarly, Small Task
2 contains five South East Asian languages and
English, also having 30 translation directions.
In this work, we mainly concentrate on different
back-translation methods (Sennrich et al., 2016a;
Edunov et al., 2018; Graça et al., 2019) for multilingual machine translation, including beam search
and other sampling methods. Along with it, we also
explore the effect of different sizes of vocabularies
and the effect of various amounts of synthetic data.
On this large-scale multilingual machine translation task, we achieved the second place for both
small tasks, obtaining 34.96 and 33.34 average spBLEU scores (Goyal et al., 2021) on the hidden
test set for the Small Task 1 and 2, respectively.

2

Related Work

Multilingual Neural Machine Translation has
received increasing attention recently. Since Dong
et al. (2015) extended the traditional bilingual NMT
to one-to-many translation, there has been a massive increase in work on MT systems that involve
1 Introduction
more than two languages (Dabre et al., 2017; Choi
Bilingual neural machine translation (NMT) sys- et al., 2018; Chu and Dabre, 2019). The recent
research on multilingual NMT can be split into two
tems have achieved decent performance with the
directions: developing language specific compohelp of Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). One of
nents (Kim et al., 2019; Escolano et al., 2020) and
the most exciting recent trends in NMT is training a
single system on multiple languages at once (John- training a single model with extensive training data,
including parallel and monolingual data (Fan et al.,
son et al., 2017b; Aharoni et al., 2019a; Zhang
et al., 2020; Fan et al., 2020). This is a power- 2020). Here, we continue to explore the second
ful paradigm for two reasons: simplifying sys- research direction, trying to built a single multilingual NMT model for simple industrial deployment.
tem development and deployment, and improving
the translation quality on low-resource language
Back-translation (Sennrich et al., 2016a) has
pairs by transferring similar knowledge from high- been proven as a powerful technique to leverage
resource languages.
monolingual data for improving low-resource lanThis paper describes our experiments on the task
guage pairs. Edunov et al. (2018) and Graça
of large-scale multilingual machine translation in
et al. (2019) explore different sampling methods for
WMT-21. We primarily focus on the small tasks, es- bilingual back-translation, including beam search,
pecially on Small Task 2 which has a small amount
constrained and unconstrained sampling. Conof training data. Small Task 1 contains five Cen- strained sampling randomly predicts the next word
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within some candidates that have higher prediction
probability. And unconstrained sampling randomly
predicts the next words from the whole vocabulary
without caring for the output distribution. In this
paper, we extend their exploration to the realm of
multilingualism, where similar languages affect the
results.

3
3.1

Experimental Setup
Data

The organizer offers parallel and monolingual data
for Small Task 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the size of
the data in terms of the number of sentences for
each language. There are five extra sets for evaluation, i.e. dev, devtest, hidden dev, hidden devtest
and test sets. The dev set with 997 parallel sentences among all language pairs and the devtest set
with 1,012 parallel sentences are public. Whereas,
the hidden dev and hidden devtest sets are invisible
to the participants and used for the first submission
period. The hidden test set is also invisible and
used for the final ranking.
Pre-processing is done by a regular Moses toolkit
(Koehn et al., 2007) pipeline that involves tokenization, byte pair encoding and removing long sentences. We borrow the 256K vocabularies from
the organizer’s pretrained model and the 128K vocabularies from M2M_100 (Fan et al., 2021), one
shared vocabularies among all languages. Our submissions only use the 256K vocabularies, and the
128K vocabularies is used for ablation experiments.
We also perform back-translation on the monolingual data, and only accept the synthetic sentence pair whose length is less than 250 words, and
whose length ratio between the source and target
sentence length is less than 1.8. In order to balance
the volume across different languages,
we apply
P
temperature sampling D̃i = (Di / j Dj )1/T with
T = 5 over the dataset, where Di is the number of
sentences in the ith language.

Small Task 1
Language
#sent.

Small Task 2
Language
#sent.

en-et
en-hr
en-hu
en-mk
en-sr
et-hr
et-hu
et-mk
et-sr
hr-hu
hr-mk
hr-sr
hu-mk
hu-sr
mk-sr
en
et
hr
hu
mk
sr

en-id
en-jv
en-ms
en-ta
en-tl
id-jv
id-ms
id-ta
id-tl
jv-ms
jv-ta
jv-tl
ms-ta
ms-tl
ta-tl
en
id
jv
ms
ta
tl

35.7M
63.7M
83.9M
2.7M
48.3M
13.6M
21.5M
3.1M
11.3M
31.2M
4.4M
28.4M
4.1M
31.2M
4.2M
126.4M
3.0M
3.1M
9.2M
1.9M
4.7M

54.1M
3.0M
13.4M
2.1M
13.6M
780.1K
4.9M
500.8K
2.7M
434.7K
66.0K
817.1K
372.6K
1.4M
563.3K
126.4M
5.5M
405.8K
1.9M
2.1M
414.1K

Table 1: Number of sentences of the parallel and monolingual data used for two small tasks. The monolingual
English data for the two small tasks are the same.

Table 2. The parameters of all architectures are in
the half-precision floating-point format.
All our submissions on the shared task leaderboard are Trans_base, due to the memory and time
limit of the evaluation system. Trans_small is
mainly used for the ablation experiments. And the
pretrained Trans_big from M2M_100 (Fan et al.,
2021) is finetuned on the parallel corpus to generate
high-quality synthetic sentences.
3.3

Optimization and Evaluation

The following hyper-parameter configuration is
used: Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.90, β2 = 0.98,
All our models are built using the fairseq implemen- a weight-decay of 0.0001, the label smoothed crosstation (Ott et al., 2019) of the Transformer archi- entropy criterion with a label smoothing of 0.1,
an initial learning rate of 0.0003 with the inverse
tecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). Multilingual models
are built using the same technique as Johnson et al. square root lr-scheduler and warmup updates of
2,500 steps. The batch size (the number of tokens)
(2017a) and Aharoni et al. (2019b), namely adding
is 4096 × 32 for Trans_small, and 2048 × 64 for
a language label to the target sentence.
We apply three types of architectures, i.e. Trans_base and Trans_big.
Trans_small, Trans_base and Trans_big. The deFor ablation experiments, we continue to train
tailed settings of these architectures are shown in
the pretrained Trans_small offered by the organizer
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3.2

Model

Model

Trans_small

Trans_base

Trans_big

#vocabularies
Word representation size
Feed-forward layer dimension
#prenormed encoder/ decoder layer
#attention head
Dropout rate
Layer dropout rate
#parameters

256K
512
2,048
6
16
0.1
0.05
175M

256K
1,024
4,096
12
16
0.1
0.05
615M

128K
1,024
8,192
24
16
0.1
0.05
1.2B

Table 2: Settings of different pretrained models. Pretrained Trans_small and Trans_base are provided by the
organizer. And pretrained Trans_big is from Fan et al. (2021).

on the given parallel dataset for one epoch. When
combining both parallel and synthetic data, we further train the model finetuned on the parallel data
for another one epoch. For the final submissions,
we train a pretrained Trans_base for two epochs
instead of one epoch. Pretrained Trans_big from
M2M_100 is only further trained on parallel data
for two epochs to generate high-quality synthetic
data. Even though we only train these models for
a few epochs, they seems converged quite well according to the spBLEU curve during validation.
The model is validated every 3,000 steps on
the dev set and saved. We use the beam search
with a beam size of five, and stop translation when
ltgt = 1.5 ∗ lsrc + 20, where lsrc and ltgt are the
source and target sentence length, respectively. The
evaluation metric is BLEU based on sentence piece
tokenization (spBLEU) (Goyal et al., 2021). We
submit the average checkpoint of the last 15 checkpoints to the evaluation system. While for the ablation experiment, we use the best performed model
on the dev set.

4
4.1

Model
128K Trans_small (scratch)
256K Trans_small (scratch)
256K Trans_small (pretrained)

Ave. spBLEU
23.14
21.65
23.72

Table 3: Average spBLEU on the devtest set of Small
Task 2 for the models with different vocabularies.

Model
1st finetuned on parallel data
2nd finetuned on synthetic data
3rd finetuned on synthetic data

Ave. spBLEU
28.27
32.16
33.01

Table 4: Average spBLEU on the devtest set of Small
Task 2 for Trans_base on different finetuning steps.
These three models are iteratively trained. Trans_base
is first finetuned on the parallel data, and then finetuned on the combination of the parallel data and the
synthetic data generated by Trans_big, and finally finetuned on the combination of the parallel data and the
synthetic data generated by the 2nd step Trans_base.

Results
The Role of Vocabularies

resulting to 181M parameters. The other settings
There are two pretrained vocabularies, the one with
stay the same with Trans_small (with 256K vocabthe size of 256K from the organizer and the one
ularies).
with the size of 128K from M2M_100 (Fan et al.,
2021). To evaluate which vocabulary is the betTable 3 shows the performance with different voter one, we train two Trans_smalls with these two
cabularies. It is obvious that the 128K vocabulary
vocabularies from scratch on the parallel data of
outperforms the 256K vocabulary, 23.14 vs 21.65
Small Task 2 for five epochs. To make the parame- spBLEU. However, if we finetune the pretrained
ter sizes of these two models comparable, we set
Trans_small with the 256K vocabulary, 0.58 score
the following hyper-parameter for the model with
improvement is achieved compared to the 128K
the 128K vocabularies: 5 pre-normed encoder and
Trans_small. In a word, 128K vocabulary is a better
decoder layers with a word representation size of
choice for training from scratch, while pretrained
768 and a feed-forward layer dimension of 3072, model offers us more gain.
420

Model

Ave. spBLEU

1st finetuned on parallel data
2nd finetuned on synthetic data

32.46
34.73

Table 5: Average spBLEU on the devtest set of Small
Task 1 for Trans_base on different steps. These two
models are iteratively trained. Trans_base is first finetuned on the parallel data, and then finetuned on the
combination of the parallel data and the synthetic data
generated by the previous step Trans_base.

25.50

Average spBLEU

25.25
25.00
24.75
24.50
24.25
beam search
sampling top 10
unconstrained sampling
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Figure 1: Average spBLEU on the devtest set of Small
Task 2 for different back-translation methods with various amount of synthetic data. 80M synthetic data covers only 6M monolingual English data and all other
monolingual data. We increase the amount of monolingual English data with a interval of 6M for the last
two experiments.

4.2

Different Back-translation Methods

monolingual data. In addition to the 80M synthetic sentences, we further increase the amount of
monolingual English data to verify the model performance with respect to the amount of synthetic
English data on the target side. The reason for this
implementation is there are too many monolingual
English sentences compared to other languages.
We try to check whether it is necessary to use all
monolingual English sentences.
As seen in Figure 1, little improvement is obtained with increasing the number of monolingual
English sentences after 6M. Besides, in contrast to
the results in Edunov et al. (2018) where the unconstrained sampling offers the best performance
among these three methods, the constrained sampling method gives us the best score.
Beam search is the worst among these three
methods. We hypothesize this is because beam
search focuses only on the high probability words,
while both constrained sampling and unconstrained
sampling methods offer rich translations on the
source side. With the diverse synthetic data generated from the sampling methods, model can be
trained with more generalization.
In contrast to the bilingual translation (EnglishGerman) in Edunov et al. (2018) where unconstrained sampling outperforms constrained sampling, multilingual translation of Small Task 2
contains similar languages. We argue that unconstrained sampling might result in generating synthetic sentences with a mix of similar languages,
which damages the quality of synthetic data, while
constrained sampling gives us some restriction,
to some extent avoiding the mix of different languages.
The reason for the slight effect of the synthetic
English (on the source side) data after 6M might be
that English is dissimilar to the other five South
East Asian languages. Less similar knowledge
could be transferred from this synthetic English
(on the source side) data to other languages.

Similar to Edunov et al. (2018), we explore three
types of back-translation methods, i.e. beam search
with the beam size of five (Sennrich et al., 2016a),
unconstrained sampling (Edunov et al., 2018) and
sampling constrained to the most 10 likely words
(Graves, 2013; Ott et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2018).
Unconstrained sampling predicts the next word
from the whole vocabulary without caring for the
model distribution. Whereas constrained sampling
predicts the next words within some candidates that
4.3 Final Submissions
have the highest prediction probabilities. Both constrained and unconstrained sampling can be consid- Section 4.1 suggests us to employ a pretrained
model with the 128K vocabulary. M2M_100 (Fan
ered as adding uncertainty to the greedy search.
et al., 2021) offers multiple pretrained models with
Figure 1 shows the back-translation results on
the 128K vocabularies 1 . Their sizes are 418M,
the devtest set of Small Task 2. We combine three
different amount of synthetic data and parallel data 1.2B and 12B, respectively. Considering our limited GPU budget, we finetune the 1.2B model, i.e.
to further train our Trans_smalls after finetuned
1
on parallel data. 80M synthetic sentences cover
https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/
only 6M monolingual English data and all other
tree/master/examples/m2m_100
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Small Task

devtest

hidden dev

hidden devtest

hidden test

#1
#2

34.73
33.01

35.12
33.74

35.39
33.51

34.96
33.34

Table 6: Average spBLEU on different test sets for both small tasks. The hidden sets are invisible to the participants.
The final ranking is based on the model performance on the hidden test set.
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Figure 2: The spBLEU scores of different language pairs for both small tasks on the devtest set from our final
submissions.

Trans_big, on parallel data of Small Task 2, obtain- one trial on Small Task 1. We first finetune the
ing 28.78 spBLEU on the devtest set. Whereas, pretrained Trans_base on parallel data. Then we
training a Trans_base on the same data only pro- use this Trans_base to generate synthetic data with
vides 28.23 spBLEU. Even though Trans_big out- only 20M monolingual English sentences and all
performs Trans_base, we only train it for generat- other monolingual sentences. Table 5 shows the
ing high-quality synthetic data, since it is too large
corresponding results. Different with Small Task
for the evaluation system.
2, large amount of monolingual English data might
Section 4.2 advises us to use the constrained sam- be helpful for Small Task 1, since Central/East Eupling method on partial monolingual English data. ropean languages are more similar to English than
With the constrained sampling method, we gener- Asian languages. Finally, We leave this exploration
to the future work.
ate synthetic sentences with Trans_big that is first
finetuned on the parallel data. Instead of using all
Table 6 summarizes the results of our submismonolingual English data, we synthesize en-id, en- sions on different evaluation sets for both small
jv, en-ms, en-ta and en-tl with all, 15M, 60M, 10M
tasks. And Figure 2 lists the spBLEU scores for all
and 60M monolingual English sentences, respec- language pairs of both small tasks on the devtest
tively, a ratio of about 5 : 1 between the number of
set. Finally, our submissions achieve the second
parallel sentences and synthetic sentences if there
place for both small tasks.
are enough monolingual data.
Table 4 shows the results for iterative finetuning. 5 Conclusion
Except for finetuing Trans_base on the combination of the parallel data and the synthetic data gener- We demonstrate that a pretrained model with the
ated by Trans_big, we use the finetuned Trans_base
smaller size of vocabularies is a better choice. Beto generate the synthetic data secondly and finetune
cause of the memory and time limit of the evaluait again. Finally, it offers us 33.01 spBLEU on the
tion system, we can only apply a 1.2B model with
devtest set for Small Task 2.
the smaller vocabularies to generate high-quality
Due to time and resource limit, we only conduct
synthetic data. Besides, we have a different obser422

vation than previous research for bilingual backtranslation: the constrained sampling method performs the best among all three back-translation
methods, including the beam search and the unconstrained sampling. Finally, we also show that
extensive monolingual English data offers a modest
improvement. Combining these three findings, we
iteratively train our models on partial high-quality
synthetic data, achieving the second place for both
small tasks.
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